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Abstract 
Computer generated papers (CGP) pose a serious problem to academic integrity and 
publishing. The problem began with SCIgen. Created in 2005 by MIT students, SCIgen is a 
software program that generates papers with simulated content. In 2014, we learned that more 
than 120 CGP passed through the peer review process, were published in well-known academic 
journals, and had to be retracted. I conducted research into the journal editing and peer review 
process to discover more about this problem and how it might be remedied. I conducted 
interviews with five journal editors from across the world, coded the information, and performed 
a thematic analysis. My thesis concludes with recommendations to control the CGP problem, 
including: increased awareness on the part of journal editors, CGP detection software, improving 
due diligence on the part of reviewers, and addressing the publish or perish paradigm that drives 
desperate faculty to compromise academic integrity by submitting CGP to journals.  
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Glossary of Terms  
 
Term 
 
Definition 
 
Computer Generated Papers:  Online software program created to produce papers  
SciDetect: Detection software to notice generated papers 
SCIgen: Automated paper generator 
Plagiarism: Stealing another’s words or work 
Academic Dishonesty (AD): Any form of cheating occurring in academia 
Open-access Journal: Research published and can be retrieved free of cost 
Gibberish: Nonsense 
Gobbledygook: Nonsense 
Integrity: Quality of being honest 
Hoax: Deception 
SOFL: Structured Object-Oriented Formal Language 
Journal Impact Factor: Measurement to see importance of journals and 
which are rated high 
Academic Integrity: Moral code in academia 
Data Sharing Data being used for scholarly research  
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1. Introduction 
 Computer generated papers (CGPs) pose a serious problem to academic integrity and 
publishing. The problem began with SCIgen. Created in 2005 by MIT students, SCIgen is a 
software program that generates papers with simulated content. The MIT students’ goal “was to 
expose the lack of peer review at low-quality conferences that essentially scam researchers with 
publication and conference fees” (Bohannon, 2015, p.18-19). 
I became interested in this problem when having a conversation with Professor Nick 
Hawthorne in his office one day. I was not sure what I wanted to research for a thesis, or a 
project and I went to Professor Hawthorne for advice. Professor Hawthorne said he heard about 
computer generated papers and suggested I look into this and see what I thought. I did some 
research and instantly noticed that this was an issue in the publishing world. I knew that CGPs 
were what I wanted to learn more about.  
To investigate this problem, I interviewed five academic journal editors working in 
several countries. The interview questions came out of the key issues I identified in a review of 
the literature. During the interviews, I found that the participants generally believe the peer 
review process is the best way to distinguish genuine articles from CGPs. Despite this faith in 
peer review, CGPs have made it through the peer review process, have been presented at 
professional meetings, and have even been published in academic journals.  
Some authors who have created CGPs and submitted them to journals have been faculty 
members. Publication boosts an academic’s reputation is oftentimes required for promotion in 
academia. In some cases, individuals will compromise their integrity for publication. The 
number of CGPs submitted to journals indicates a serious problem with academic integrity at 
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universities today. Many believe this problem is driven, in part, by the so-called publish or 
perish pressure on junior faculty.  
After I conducted and transcribed my interviews, I then coded the information based on 
the data and conducted a thematic analysis. This methodology proved an effective way to reveal 
more about the CGP problem. A few especially useful and interesting themes were how the 
editors became aware of CGPs, if they believed CGPs were an issue, and how they would 
improve the CGP issue.  
 With the increasing sophistication of CGP software, CGPs are likely to be a problem long 
into the future. This thesis is a step in better understanding the problem and concludes with 
suggestions for dealing with it.  Two major recommendations I have for combatting the CGP 
problem are in-depth training seminars for peer reviewers and incentives for peer review work. 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1. Historical Background of Computer Generated Papers 
In 2005, three MIT students, Jeremy Stribling, Dan Aguayo, and Maxwell Krohn, created 
an online software program that produces computer generated papers.  The MIT students’ goal 
“was to expose the lack of peer review at low-quality conferences that essentially scam 
researchers with publication and conference fees” (Bohannon, 2015, p. 18-19).  The students also 
submitted papers to see if anyone would notice that they   were actually gibberish.  The online 
software program SCIgen “throws random, jargon-laden sentences together to produce 
documents that seem like computer science papers. The program was designed to maximize 
amusement, rather than coherence” (Wiener-Bronner, 2014). When the program was first 
developed, its purpose was more for entertainment, like a game. But some authors began to use 
SCIgen to produce journal manuscripts, and some CGP papers were published. 
Lavoie and Krishnamoorthy (2010, p. 1) assert that CGPs are “indistinguishable from 
papers that humans have written.”  Unfortunately, CGPs are showing up more in academia and 
academic journals. Though no sure ways of detecting these academic papers seem to exist yet, 
some authors believe the peer review process is a viable detection tool.  As will be shown in this 
review, however, the peer review process is not always conducted in ways that detect CGPs. The 
French scientist/researcher Cyril Labbé submitted his own CGPs under a different name to see if 
readers/reviewers distinguished them from human- authored papers.  Labbé also went one step 
further:  
Just as the students wrote a quick and dirty program to churn out nonsense papers, 
so Labbé has written one to spot the papers. He has made it freely available, so 
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publishers and conference organizers have no excuse for accepting nonsense work 
in future” (Sample, 2014).  
It is not yet certain, however, that Labbé’s program is effective in identifying all CGPs. 
While conducting research, Labbé found that more CGPs existed than originally thought. 
Computer generated papers are not necessarily created only by students, but by some faculty as 
well. “According to Labbé, the sloppy system can be traced back to high pressure on scientists to 
publish, which leads directly to too prolific and less meaningful publications’" (Wiener-Bronner, 
2014,). When scholars publish academic articles, they are rewarded. Thus, this heavy emphasis 
on academic publishing alters academic culture, which encourages the creation of CGPs 
(Edwards & Roy, 2017, p. 1-11). 
2.1.1. Academic Integrity and Computer Generated Papers 
“Academic integrity is the commitment to and demonstration of honest and moral 
behavior in an academic setting” (The Writing Center, 2018). Although CGPs are published in 
journals, they are also a problem in college classes.  After MIT students coded the SCIgen 
program to generate CGPs, the CGP genre changed from a fun game to a scholarly problem. 
Once news of the genre hit the publication world and editors became concerned about detection, 
they identified, sometime retroactively, CGPs in journals and conference proceedings. “On the 
one hand, technological developments have made the writing, publication and dissemination of 
documents quicker and easier. On the other hand, the ‘pressure’ of individual evaluation of 
researchers—publish or perish—is changing the publication process” (Labbé, 2013, p. 379). 
During the course of two years, Labbé sleuthed out more than 30 conference events that featured 
CGPs.  “The publishers Springer and IEEE are removing more than 120 papers from their 
subscription services” (Van Noorden, 2014). Once these papers were published in big-name 
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journals, the effectiveness of the peer review process was called into question. This specific 
instance of false publication of CGPs was believed to have been done to “boost the authors’ 
profiles” (Devlin, 2014). 
 Spinak (2014) studied the process of CGPs after Van Noorden (2014) published his 
article identifying 120 published CGPs. Spinak was initially confused by the thought of CGPs: 
“this news generated shock effect because these fake papers, automatically created by a 
computer program, had been accepted by prestigious journal publishers”. CGPs are confusing 
but the inclination to create and submit them is fed by the intense competition and the “publish 
or perish” mandate among academic authors. This competition may thus drive academics to 
engage in “unethical scientific behaviors” (Amancio, 2015, p. 1764), leading to CGPs and other 
forms of cheating.  
Cheating in college is also sadly becoming a trend. The percentage of students that are 
cheating their way through degree programs has greatly increased over the years (Josien, 
Laurent, & Broderick, 2013, p. 93). Academic dishonesty takes many different forms, including 
computer generated papers. Students who use CGPs as a form of cheating in college gain an 
unfair advantage, even though they may believe what they are doing is harmless (Josien, 
Laurent, & Broderick, 2013, p. 93). Although CGPs are more prevalent in academic 
publications, students may end also end up using the publications for research without knowing 
they contain invalid information.  
Studies have pointed out that “cheating diminishes learning” (Preiss, Klein, Levenburg, 
& Nohavova, 2013, p. 157). Computer generated papers are ineffective shortcuts for student 
learning, and CGPs are a problem worldwide. When students participate in the cheating trend by 
submitting computer generated papers, they may graduate with high honors and publications and 
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secure sought-after jobs (Preiss, Klein, Levenburg, & Nohavova, 2013, p. 157-167). Using CGPs 
to get one’s name out in the publication world is unethical and violates the honor code of 
learning (Teixeira & Rocha, 2008).  
 Lang’s (2013) book Cheating Lessons: Learning from Academic Dishonesty explores 
why and how frequently students cheat. Lang’s research found that a good portion of students do 
not have ethical integrity and will cheat. Computer generated papers makes cheating easier for 
those students. Lang’s text is relevant to this literature review because, even though I am 
primarily interested in the problem of CGPs and journal publications, the student culture of today 
will likely contribute to the academic culture of tomorrow as students learn these habits and then 
enter the academic world.  
2.1.2. Ethical Concerns with Computer Generated Papers 
According to iThenticate (2013, p. 1), “plagiarism and other forms of misconduct are a 
growing problem in research.” With CGPs becoming simpler to generate and submit, this form 
of cheating is becoming more common in the publication world. Ethical concerns are about a 
lack of moral or practical thoughts for one’s own gain.  
The stakes in peer review are high: the decisions from this process determine who 
gets published, who gets funded, and who gets promoted. Beyond its impact on 
personal advancement, peer review maintains, for better or worse, the paradigm of 
any given scientific discipline insofar as the peer review of funding proposals 
determines what problems get studied and what solutions are allowed (Souder, 
2011, p. 55). 
Authors tend to believe that CGPs will not affect others, but that is not the case 
(DeAndrea, Carpenter, Shulman, & Levine, 2009, p. 944). This form of cheating is an ethical 
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issue in any aspect of research. The publication of these papers in medical journals, for example, 
can pose major problems.  
Not only is money and time being wasted trying to replicate questionable 
research, precious publication space is also wasted on duplicative papers. More 
importantly, the ethical issues are beginning to increasingly impact the level of 
trust that the public puts into the medical profession. Even worse, patients 
sometimes receive ineffective or harmful treatments based on poor or unethical 
research (iThenticate, 2013, p. 1-8).  
To some, CGPs may not seem to be a problem, but they can be especially harmful in 
medical publications.   
Authors who create CGPs also participate in “data sharing” as well (Vines, 2014, p. 44). 
An ethical issue with data sharing in publication is data is not checked until a paper has been 
accepted. CGPs are appearing more in high quality journals and this shows that academic peer 
review is not conducted properly.  
CGPs and other articles that are flagged or retracted; removed or taken off of article, 
cause problems for specific journals. A retracted article can affect the reputation of a journal or 
publishing house, calling into question the integrity of the peer-review process.  “In this 
environment, journals – particularly top tier ones – are faced with mounting submissions, which 
taxes the standard journal screening processes. This leads to a rise in ‘bad research’ allowed 
through the doors to publication” (iThenticate, 2012, p. 1-10). 
A 2018 study conducted by Peled, Eshet, Barcyk, and Grinautski showed that cheating 
and plagiarism are linked to particular personality traits and cultural backgrounds. This study 
showed that it is easy to cheat online, and that the cheaters may not understand why it is 
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unethical to publish such work. Individuals who publish CGPs or other false work do so to boost 
their achievement goals and future careers.  
2.1.3. Plagiarism within Computer Generated Papers 
Plagiarism is an increasing problem, and can be seen within a CGP. Digital age 
plagiarism is changing and has made the process easier (Jones & Sheridan, 2014, p. 712). One 
issue with CGPs is that some of the information contained in these articles cannot be tracked 
with plagiarism software because it is nonsense.  
Back in 1999, Austin and Brown suggested that papers could be evaluated for 
digital plagiarism via general sight evaluation, then suspicious texts could be 
further investigated using digital technology ranging from searching the sources 
that might have been used by students through to starting to use the then emerging 
plagiarism detection software (Jones & Sheridan, 2014, p. 712-714).  
The problem is CGPs cannot usually be detected with conventional plagiarism software because 
the text they contain is fabricated by the software and not lifted verbatim from existing articles.  
Academic publishing is important for both faculty and students, but the whole system is 
undermined by CGPs and other false publications (Pillai, 2015, p. 279-291). Today, the internet 
makes false publication possible, but not always easy to locate (Batane, 2010, p. 1-12). Some 
authors may use CGPs to circumvent research requirements. The CGP does not require the 
author to know the actual information and “this has resulted in the urge to publish more” (Pillai, 
2015, p. 279-291). 
There are many different forms of plagiarism today, but CGPs have gone largely 
unnoticed. Authors do not seem to understand or care that they are putting false information out 
for the world to use. CGPs are an interesting aspect of plagiarism because the phenomenon is 
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new and not completely understood. Students may submit CGPs to pass their classes, whereas 
some faculty members use them to improve their careers.  
2.1.4. Academic Publishing 
Publishing is a thoughtful process, if done appropriately. Academic publishing is crucial 
because these publications are sources for practical applications and further research. Libraries 
rely on the integrity of academic publications and pay a price for these publications. “The 
academic journal publishing industry encompasses the creation, review, packaging and 
distribution of knowledge and/or information in multiple formats for use mainly by academic 
and scientific consumers” (McGuigan & Russel, 2008). “Automatically generated papers can be 
misunderstood as real papers, it becomes of paramount importance to develop means to identify 
these scientific frauds” (Amancio, 2015, p. 1). Both students and faculty rely on academic 
publications. Faculty and graduate level publication rely on extensive use of literature. A study 
was completed in 1997-2009 regarding how much faculty members use academic publications 
(Tenopir, 2009). This study showed that faculty members rely on academic journals in order to 
publish themselves. Even with the forms of publication changing, the degree to which faculty use 
them does not change.  
2.2. Peer Review Process 
2.2.1. History of Peer Review  
Peer review “is the method by which grants are allocated, papers published, academics 
promoted, and Nobel prizes won” (Smith, 2006, p. 178). The peer review process aims to 
improve the worth of what is being published and uncover errors and possible plagiarism. 
“Despite many criticisms about the integrity of peer review, the majority of the research 
community still believes peer review is the best form of scientific evaluation” (Elsevier, 2018). 
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The peer review process is the most respected and dependable aspect in journals (Dadkhah, 
Kahani, & Borchardt, 2017) and should be a trustworthy process. This is because peer reviewers 
vet articles for publication. They thoroughly read, edit, and study every aspect of manuscripts.  
Journals trust the peer review process to evaluate what they publish. Peer review is 
typically performed by more than one person and, in some cases, is done by a group of people. 
Peer reviewers are generally experts in the specific field of work covered by the manuscript.  
Peer review is imperative for the academic world. Students and faculty members depend 
on the peer review process when they use scholarly articles – articles that have presumably 
passed peer scrutiny. However, changes in academic culture can interrupt or manipulate peer 
review, and “the peer‐review system is poorly adapted to recent changes in the discipline and 
current societal needs” (Ferreira et al., 2016, p. 597). 
2.2.2. Contemporary Problems with Peer Review 
The peer review process is an extremely trusted and honorable system, but in some 
instances the peer review process deals with contemporary problems. “On the one hand, it’s 
impressive that computer programs are now good enough to create passable gibberish” (Kakaes, 
2014,). As Kakaes points out, the peer review process can be flawed. The process of peer 
reviewers consists of taking individuals that are “experts” in that specific field and expect them 
to completely understand what that article is about. “Some reviewers are unqualified and others, 
because of personal or professional rivalry, are biased” (Kassirer & Campion, 1994, p. 96).  
Another issue with the peer review process is fake reviewers with a conflict of interest 
who will review an article and base their opinions strictly on bias or skip the process altogether 
(Tancock, 2018, p. 1-5). When this happens, few if any needed revisions may be made to the 
original manuscript. “Without peer review there is no control in scientific communication” 
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(Fennel, Corner, & Ash, 2018, p. 1). Some authors care only about getting their name on a 
publication. When the peer review process fails, this becomes a problem. This is where CGPs 
can come into play since they pose special problems for and exploit weaknesses in the peer 
review process.   
2.2.3. Peer Review as a Method to Detect Computer Generated Papers 
Peer review is crucial process for maintaining the quality of academic publication.  “Peer 
review is widely viewed as an essential step for ensuring scientific quality of a work and is a 
cornerstone of scholarly publishing” (Bartoli, De Lorenzo, Medvet, & Tarlao, 2016, p. 19). Yet 
CGPs have been created that passed the peer review process. Peer review should identify 
information that is not relevant to a manuscript and result in the editor requiring the author to 
revise or remove it. During the peer review process if an article is “flagged” that means the 
article needs to be reevaluated (Kalnins, Halm, & Castillo, 2015, p. 1034-1038). If the peer 
review process is conducted correctly, CGPs should be flagged since the information in a CGP is 
typically nonsense.  
Increasingly, for an article to be published, it has to be vetted through some CGP 
detection software as a supplement to peer review. SciDetect was created by Labbé specifically 
to check for CGPs. “SciDetect uses intertextual distance to discover automatically generated text 
materials” (Griffin, 2015, p. 23). This software works as a tool to identify false information, so 
that CGPs will not be published.  
Researchers in addition to Labbé have worked on this problem. Williams and Giles 
(2015) used a process called Similarity Search to try and detect CGPs. Similarity Search was 
used to examine certain text in papers to distinguish if the information was real or fake 
(computer generated).  
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Nevertheless, in most subject areas, software cannot be used to detect CGPs, which leads 
to the reliance on traditional peer review. Peer review is important for screening manuscripts as 
peer reviewers focus on four aspects:  research methods, relevance to readers, writing 
style/presentation clarity, and significance (Marsh & Ball, 2014, p. 151). If any of these aspects 
of a paper are suspicious, or are weak or missing, the article should be flagged for revision and 
perhaps not published at all. Peer reviewers must pay close attention to what they are reading in 
order to distinguish if the information is real.  
2.2.4. Editor’s Perspective on Computer Generated Papers 
Editors are at the forefront of the CGP problem, but do not always deal with the problem 
successfully. “Editors have a responsibility to retract seriously flawed articles from their 
journals. However, there appears to be little consistency in [a] journal’s policies or procedures 
for this” (Williams & Wagner, 2013, p. 1). As an editor, Bohannon noticed a flaw with the peer 
review and editorial process. Bohannon created a fake editor named Ocorrafoo Cobange, and he 
“submitted 304 versions of [a] wonder drug paper to open-access journals” (Bohannon, 2013, p. 
60) to see if reviewers would notice inconsistencies. Bohannon continued this scheme for over 
10 months, and more than half of the flawed papers were accepted by the journals for 
publication. 
“A recent survey of editors of journals from different scientific fields showed that editors 
reported a 30% prevalence of authorship problems in their journals” (Marusic, 2011, p. 130). 
Although these editors showed a high prevalence of authorship, they did not believe there was 
serious harm to the editorial process. “Most editors of science journals seem not very concerned 
about publication ethics and believe that misconduct occurs only rarely in their journals. Many 
editors are unfamiliar with available guidelines but would welcome more guidance or training” 
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(Wagner, Fiack, et al, 2009). In another aspect, scholarly journals have looked at plagiarism 
within publication as a major issue, “the situation has become so alarming that some editors have 
publicly complained about the large number of journal submissions with plagiarized materials” 
(Roig, 2014, p. 557). 
2.2.5. Open-Access Journals and New Approaches to Peer Review 
Though not directly related to the CGP problem, open-access journals may compromise 
the peer review process in ways that make it easier to publish CGP.  “Open-access publishing 
gives lawful free access to journal content on the internet and is funded by means other than 
readers’ subscription” (Schroter, Tite, & Smith, 2005, p. 1-4). Typically, in order for journals to 
publish there is a payment, whether it is by the author or publishing house. Open-access journal 
content is then free for the world to use. “The open-access movement, although noble in its 
intent, has been an unwitting host to…  parasitic publishers” (Pisanski, Sorokowski, & Kulczcki, 
2017, p. 481). 
Some open-access publications are predatory journals that will publish nearly anything 
for a fee and/or lack peer review (Wicherts, 2016, p. 1-19). “Bogus journals can imitate 
legitimate ones that also collect fees from authors” (Pisanski, Sorokowski, & Kulczcki, 2017, p. 
481). To define which manuscripts submitted to journals are legitimate and which are fake, a 
strong peer review system is needed. “Peer review is a core mechanism for quality control in 
scientific publishing, but the quality of peer review itself is often obscured by the fact that it 
takes places behind closed curtains in most journals” (Wicherts, 2016, p. 2). 
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3. Methodology 
3.1. Qualitative Methodology 
I selected qualitative methodology for exploring the CGP issue. Unfortunately, 
qualitative methodologies have not always been developed as rigorous, well-defined tools.  As 
Attride-Stirling stated in her 2001 article “Thematic Networks. An Analytical Tool for 
Qualitative Research,” “the growth in qualitative research is a well-noted and welcomed fact 
within the social sciences; however, there is a regrettable lack of tools available for the analysis 
of qualitative material” (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p. 385). My search, therefore, was for qualitative 
methods that could be applied in a rigorous way.  
We use qualitative methodologies to search for answers to research questions and to 
gather data. Qualitative methodology is analytical, yet flexible. “One advantage of qualitative 
methods in exploratory research is that use of open-ended questions and probing gives 
participants the opportunity to respond in their own words, rather than forcing them to choose 
from fixed responses, as quantitative methods do” (Family Health International, n.d, p. 4). 
 Qualitative research investigates how people think and react to given problems or 
questions and focuses on gathering rich, expansive data sets from a small number of participants. 
Interviewing is a type of qualitative methodology.  
“The discussion in the educational literature concerning qualitative research can be 
clarified by recognizing that qualitative research comes in many different varieties, which can be 
more clearly identified and understood by using the notion of research traditions” (Jacob, 1988, 
p. 16). The qualitative approaches that I found to be best suited for investigating CGPs and their 
issues were interviews, participant observation, and thematic analysis. 
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3.2. Interview Methodology 
I chose data obtained through interviews as a key to understanding the CGP problem 
from the point of view of journal editors. “Interviews are one of the most widely used and most 
fundamental research techniques – and for very good reason. They enable researchers to obtain 
information they cannot gain by observation alone” (Berger, 2016, p. 191). Interviews can be 
conducted face-to-face or via phone, email, or interactive video conferencing software such as 
Zoom. “The expert tries to involve the interviewer in ongoing conflicts in the field and talks 
about internal matters and intrigues in his or her work field instead of talking about the topic of 
the interview” (Flick, 2002, p. 165). In the case of my study, face-to-face interviews could not be 
conducted due to the time and cost of traveling to visit editors in various U.S. states and abroad. 
“In contrast to biographical interviews, here the interviewee is of less interest as a (whole) person 
than in his or her capacity of being an expert for a certain field of activity” (Flick, 2002, p. 165). 
The procedure of the interview process is very intense: “if the goal of the qualitative 
researcher is to elicit detailed description and understanding of communication behavior directly 
from participants through an interview, five different, though somewhat intertwined, steps need 
to be followed” (Stewart, 2002). These steps are (1) frame a research question, (2) decide the 
interview format, (3) collect data, (4) transcribe the data, and (5) analyze results. Before 
interviews are conducted, it is important to develop and test a set of questions. To keep 
interviews to a reasonable time period and to encourage participation, I developed 10 questions 
about CGP and the peer review process. 
3.3. Participant Observation 
As a method of gathering data about communication, participant observation is also an 
effective approach. “The method of participant observation allows for a consideration of the 
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empirical fabric of materiality and an application of the analytical concept of presence” (Aagaard 
& Matthiesen, 2015, p. 40). “In participant observation, researchers become involved in the 
group, organization, or entity they are studying. Researchers have to balance two roles: that of 
being participants and that of being observers” (Berger, 2016, p. 253).  
Participant observation, whereby the researcher interacts with people in everyday 
life while collecting information, is a unique method for investigating the 
enormously rich, complex, conflictual, problematic, and diverse experiences, 
thoughts, feelings, and activities of human beings and the meanings of their 
existence (Jorgensen, 2015).  
This form of qualitative methodology takes time and patience because each participant involved 
may handle the CGP situation differently.  
As a way to connect with another individual and understand his or her thoughts, 
participant observation can be an important complement to interviews. When first developing my 
research design, I anticipated that this form of qualitative methodology could help me better 
understand the participants’ thoughts and decision processes. As a research tool, participant 
observation helps transcend the limitations of interviews, which are often thought of as data 
collected from “naturalistic verbal reports” (Aagaard & Matthiesen, 2015, p. 40). There are many 
examples of effectively using participant observation to understand informants’ thoughts and 
decision processes, such as the important breakthroughs in understanding science 
communication achieved by Latour and Woolgar (2013).  
Although participant observation is an excellent means of gathering data and 
understanding a communication process from the point of view of one’s informants, and can 
incorporate informal interviews, I had to reject this methodology since it requires close and 
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extended observation of a situation, such as what happens when working with or living among 
one’s informants. Participant observation did not work for my particular research due to my 
international group of interviewees.   
3.4. Thematic Analysis 
Thematic analysis is a useful approach to qualitative analysis of texts, including interview 
data. “Thematic analysis (TA) is a method for identifying, analyzing, and interpreting patterns of 
meaning (‘themes’) within qualitative data” (Clarke & Braun, 2017, p. 297). To enable thematic 
analysis, I developed a coding scheme after collecting and reading over the interview data. 
“Researchers use coding to help identify common themes and topics that may emerge from the 
interview transcripts; these common themes will help researchers see what is important to 
informants and what is secondary” (Berger, 2016, p. 203). 
In TA, coding depends upon a list of keywords, sentences, and/or concepts that are then 
paired with similar wording or meaning in the interview data. “Codes are the smallest units of 
analysis that capture interesting features of the data relevant to the research question” (Clarke & 
Braun, 2017, p. 297). Although coding and content analysis are often used to build a database for 
quantitative analysis, this method is also useful for qualitative analysis when considering 
transcripts of interviews. The idea, especially when paired with thematic analysis, is to discover 
the themes or ideas that structure meaning. 
 Using TA, researchers can uncover patterns and views that provide answers to research 
questions. As a relatively novel topic, some editors may be unaware of the CGP problem, while 
others might have personally dealt with it. Thematic analysis provides a means to compare the 
interview data from various editors in a way that establishes the range of how the CGP issue is 
understood and dealt with. 
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4. Thematic Analysis 
4.1. Introduction 
The thematic analysis process began with five interviews with editors from across the 
world, including several prominent journals and/or publishers. These included: (1) David Grier; 
editor of Computer Journal in IEEE; (2) Tamara Welschot; Springer Nature’s Research Integrity 
Group. “The Springer Nature Research Integrity Group aspires to a positive and proactive 
approach to preventing publication misconduct and encouraging sound and reliable research 
practices.”; (3) Joaquim Jorges; Elsevier Computers and Graphics; and two editors, (4) and (5), 
who wished to remain anonymous. Once the interviews were conducted and organized, the 
process of coding the transcripts to identify crucial information surrounding awareness and 
becoming aware, issues, improvement opportunities, line of defense, rejection rate, COPE, 
retraction, publication ethics and scanning tools. I read through every transcription and defined 
common themes that best explained what editors said. These themes stood out in the editors’ 
approach to the CGP problem.  
4.2. Awareness 
As demonstrated by an article published in the journal Nature (Van Noorden, 2014), 
computer generated papers (CGPs) have become a serious and relatively well-known problem in 
the publication world. Academic journal editors are a frontline defense against CGPs 
masquerading as legitimate research. When a CGP is published, that generally means the peer 
review process somehow failed to identify bad information in that specific article. When I asked 
five editors if they were aware of CGPs, three answered that they were aware, one said “I have 
heard this before, but I don’t know that much. I don’t think it is common in science and 
engineering publications” (E1, 2019), and David Grier, who has worked personally on the CGP 
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issue, stated, “In a small tight community of us, everybody knows about it [CGP] and worries 
about it. …. It’s something of a concern [and has] been a concern on and off for probably twenty 
years” (DG, 2019).  
4.3. Becoming Aware 
Some editors routinely come across CGPs.  “There was a period, roughly around 2013 
when plagiarism and mechanical plagiarism became an issue, at that point I was responsible for 
the computer journals” (DG, 2019). CGPs have sometimes gone undetected during the peer 
review process and have been presented at conferences lacking peer review. “I became aware of 
these through the infamous SCIgen MIT Paper generator that was used to produce a paper 
accepted at a conference (SCI) without a peer review system” (JJ, 2019).  
“We had one [CGP] published, not in a magazine but in a periodical of a conference 
proceedings. It [CGP] somehow got on the front page and someone levered it against us” (DG, 
2019). Editor Two became aware of CGPs when a colleague tricked him into reading one. “It 
took me three paragraphs to notice it was a fake paper” (E2, 2019). 
Once these papers started showing up in journals, they became an embarrassment within 
academia and academic publishing. Tamara Welschot (2019) became aware of CGPs when she 
received an email from a scientist warning her about “papers that were apparently very fake.” 
Thus, from the origin of SCIgen in 2005 to the Nature exposé in 2014, ripples of the CGP 
problem spread through the journal editing community.  
4.4. Issue 
According to Van Noorden with Nature (2014), CGPs have clearly become a problem in 
academic publishing.  Editor One reinforced this judgement: “If it [CGP] happens, it is a very 
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serious problem” (E1, 2019).  However, the other editors that I interviewed disagreed. “The 
CGPs are not a problem for high quality publications. In fact, it is bitter for low-quality journals 
and venues that they can be fooled this way. It shows that they are not rigorous” (E2, 2019). “In 
the engineering community the answer is largely no [CGPs are not a problem], but in the world 
of the humanities crowd has a different problem” (DG, 2019). 
Two editors believed that CGPs were not a serious problem so long as the peer-review 
system operates as it should. They did, however, admit the possibility that improved algorithms 
could pose a future problem: 
By looking at the paper and reading it, you should get an idea if this is a hoax paper or a 
fake paper. I think we should realize that algorithms [for generating CGPs] are becoming 
much better, and although I am personally thinking that still you can find out about some 
papers that are machine generated because there is something in the papers that are not 
matching up (TW, 2019).  
 
The way I see it, a journal with a decent peer-review system should be able to spot 
SCIgen generated papers. However, SCIgen may only be the precursor of more 
sophisticated approaches that may become progressively harder to unearth (JJ, 2019). 
4.5. Opportunities for Improvement  
With the recognition of the current CGP problem and concerns that the problem could 
grow, editors recognize opportunities to improve the peer-review process. According to Editor 
Two (2019), “There are always ways to improve” the CGP issue. David Grier (2019) suggested 
an incentive for editors and journals to improve CGP screening: 
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I mean the strategy on how to get the incentive for this is having one journal or a set of 
journals where you viewed them as having a greater status than others. And, in particular, 
if you took a top bit journal and said okay we are only going to have only trained referees 
and you worked up and built even a small staff and said this is what you’d get, it’s part of 
building a premier product. If you went through that and your article was refereed, we 
would know the quality of it and the author would get high quality comments back and 
the work would improve substantially and be able to build a community that this is 
important, this is good.   
Along with providing an incentive for reviewers, Grier also suggested a training seminar on how 
to review manuscripts. “I think some of the professional societies could do it. …. But one of the 
challenges again is getting the referees to do it and getting them to feel there is a sense of 
accomplishment there, that’s a tough bit.”  Grier elaborated:  
At this point, it is spread so widely, they really do no training or very limited training on 
it. And how you would bring reviewers on and sort of train them and get them to 
understand the process and think about things and what they should look for would be a 
good training method. How you get people trained and how you get them to accept them 
and get common standards, that would be hard.  
Better peer-review, or training for peer reviewers, was just one solution envisioned by 
editors. “Nowadays there are software detectors for similarities to identify plagiarism” (E1, 
2019). Similarly, “fake and plagiarized papers need to be fought with software tools” (JJ, 2019). 
Although some editors believe there are opportunities for improvement within the peer 
review process and regarding the CGP problem, others think there is no need for improvement. 
The latter group maintained the view that CGPs are simply not a problem in journal publishing.    
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Well we have various models of peer-review. Essentially it really means that any papers 
being reviewed by two reviewers, that’s the best practice. And of course, you have single 
lined and double lined and open review and transparent peer-review. But it actually boils 
down to two experts reading it [the manuscript] or reviewing it and coming back with 
comments. I think that’s still the best way of making sure that what gets reviewed or 
published has some degree of screening (TW, 2019). 
In the end, whether editors expressed the need for improvement or not, the CGP 
screening issue largely depends on the abilities of reviewers, perhaps combined with the capacity 
of screening software: “The reviewers need to read the paper carefully, they need to be experts in 
the field, and they should use some tools, such as iThenticate” (E2, 2019). iThenticate is a 
plagiarism software detection tool. 
4.6. Line of Defense 
When a manuscript is submitted for review, the editor often carries out an initial 
screening, for example to determine if the manuscript is a good fit for the journal. The editor 
then sends the manuscript to selected peer reviewers who must follow a process and return the 
manuscript to the editor with an evaluation—often in support of or against publication—along 
with comments regarding needed revisions. Even if recommended for publication, the author 
may have to go through one or more rounds of revisions before the editor approves the 
manuscript for publication. 
During this process, the journal’s editors have a key responsibility to screen for CGPs: “I 
think the first line of defense would be the editor-in-chief and then the next step would be the 
reviewers” (TW, 2019). Peer reviewers and editors have a crucial role in publication, but peer 
reviewers and editors might be focusing on more than one paper at a time. This can leave gaps 
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that CGPs can penetrate: “We [IEEE] have a staff of roughly 20 associate editors. All of them 
are currently working on one to three papers in the peer review process” (DG, 2019). Editors and 
authors must be patient as a manuscript winds its way through the review process. If the process 
works, then CGPs should not make it to publication: “As long as the editors and then the 
reviewers do diligently their work, it should not be a problem” (E2, 2019).  
4.7. Rejection Rate 
Not all manuscripts submitted to journals are published. Sometimes, rejection occurs in 
the first step when a manuscript is received by the editor. In part this is a judgement call as to 
whether the manuscript is a good fit for the journal, and in part it is out of consideration for the 
peer reviewers.  Joaquim Jorge (2019) stated, “I currently reject about 20% of all submitted 
papers [manuscripts] without sending them to reviewers for various reasons. The main one being 
out-of-scope papers. Reviewer fatigue is a serious problem, that can lead to bad papers being 
accepted.” Ideally, due diligence on the part of editors and peer reviewers will detect CGPs:  
The peer review process will definitely filter out these papers. I think in the time of 2014 
there was too much trust in having the peer review process handled by others. This has 
led to this problem, thankfully for us only 18 papers and not 100 papers like IEEE. (TW, 
2019) 
4.8. Retraction of Papers 
In some instances, CGPs have passed the review stage and been published. IEEE has 
retracted about 100 CGPs whereas Springer has retracted about 18 CGPs. If CGPs that are 
published later get detected, then the journal must retract the published paper. This is a painful 
process:  
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This [retraction] can possibly be the most embarrassing event to happen to an editor. The 
text would have to be retracted as soon as detected, identifying the paper as a fake 
manuscript, with a personal note of apology from the Editor-In-Chief, who would have to 
have to assume the blame at a personal level (JJ, 2019). 
Before a paper is retracted, the editor will approach the author to ask for an explanation, 
and then advance to the retraction stage. When a paper is retracted from a journal, some journals 
will post a notice to clarify that retraction has occurred. “There is a banner that says, ‘Paper Has 
Been Removed’ and is intellectual property” (DG, 2019). Grier has been involved with 
approximately “100-200 retraction cases a year” (DG, 2019) over the last decade. Not only are 
there notices posted to inform readers of the retraction, but the author who submitted the CGP 
will also be banned from publication with that journal or publisher for a period of time. 
Depending on the nature of the retraction, the author could be banned from publication for a year 
or to 10 years.  
Editor Two explained their journal’s retraction process in great detail:  
If this [retraction] would happen we would start a formal investigation with the Ethics 
committee. If the result would be positive, we would recommend actions. First, we would 
inform the authors and ask them for a retraction. If [the authors maintain that] the 
retraction would be unsatisfactory, the journal would: a) inform the authors about the 
final decision; b) retract the paper with a mention that it was retracted, with full names of 
the authors, their affiliation, and the name of the paper; c) depending if this was intent or 
an error, we would also inform the direct supervisors of the authors about the academic 
misconduct; and d) the author could also receive a letter that they are not welcome to 
publish in our journal for certain period of time (usually around 3 years) (E2, 2019). 
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4.9. Pressure to Publish 
The pressure on academics to publish, a situation anecdotally referred to as   publish or 
perish, has helped feed the CGP problem. Professors and new faculty are often pressured to 
publish a certain number of articles in order to be successful in their careers. This pressure has 
also increased the amount of work for editors and reviewers. “I see CGPs happening as a 
consequence of the pressure to publish. The submission of large quantities of low-quality 
manuscripts is motivated by a numbers-focused quantity-over-quality evaluation process for 
untenured faculty” (JJ, 2019).  
The pressure on junior faculty to publish or perish seems to have increased in recent 
years. Grier explained: 
About a generation ago the faculty that are involved in some colleges had much more 
limited publications on them then they do now. Some would be expected to write a paper 
or two to get tenure over a 7-year period. They would be expected to continue to write 
papers at that kind of pace for the rest of their career so they might end up having 10-12 
papers that would be to their name and would mark their career. That is no longer the 
case. Graduate students coming out used to be expected to have 1 to 2 papers, now it’s 
about 5 to 6. You are expected to turnout as a new professor in the engineering world or 
scientific world a paper or two a year. If you are running a research lab, more of a senior 
professor, you would like to see 8 to 10 come out of your lab a year (DG, 2019). 
Publication can make a faculty member’s career that much more successful, but it can 
also create motivation to submit CGPs or cheat in other ways for publication. “When it becomes 
your job, in the whole case of plagiarism….you cut corners and in particular all of these groups 
generally lacked the full skill to write a paper” (DG, 2019). 
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When faculty members publish articles, they may see a rise in pay and status and be 
rewarded with promotion or tenure.  
This work is tied up in both prestige and in income and those two things are not 
the same, but they are often tied up in it. And what people will do to keep their 
position and to build their sense of identity and authority and prestige on a fault 
basis. (DG, 2019) 
4.10. Publication Ethics 
Some editors, at least, believe academia is a long way from solving the CGP problem. 
Academic integrity, and specifically publication ethics, must be improved before the problem 
will go away: 
The root causes need to be addressed to solve what is otherwise a very human problem. 
Until that happens, I could see further and more capable strains of text generators 
appearing. Indeed, there has been considerable research on computer-generated novels 
and poetry. Look at the high-profile retractions of manuscripts with fabricated results 
from Nature, Lancet and Science. Having a program to assist in fabrication is just another 
way to make the process easier (JJ, 2019). 
Publishing a CGP crosses many ethical guidelines. When authors submit CGPs, they 
undermine their own academic integrity along with the status of academic publications. 
Researchers rely on the information they find in published articles, so CGPs can affect the results 
of other people’s research.  Though not directly connected with the CGP problem, there are 
many other issues in academic integrity and publication ethics that complicate the work of 
editors and peer reviewers. One is the seeming repetition that makes it hard to judge whether 
authors are just repeating what they have said before (self-plagiarism) or actually saying 
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something new: “Also, there are many papers that have an incremental contribution and it is 
difficult to distinguish if it actually is self-plagiarism or a new idea. These papers require a huge 
amount of work to judge and it is very tricky” (E2, 2019). 
4.11. COPE 
The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) is a group of individuals that focus on the 
ethical guidelines of publication. Most editors in the current study were either aware of COPE or 
have served on its board. Four out of the five editors I interviewed were explicitly aware of 
COPE, although one seemed only vaguely aware of the group. 
Editor One, Joaquim Jorge, and Tamara Welschot all represented their journals and 
publications within COPE. In following COPE’s guidelines, Editor One (2019) stated, “we warn 
and punish certain authors whose papers are identified [as] having plagiarism.” COPE focuses on 
problems of misconduct, conflicts of interest, and most importantly for my research, the peer 
review process. Tamara Welschot, a contact person for COPE, explained in great detail what 
COPE is and her role within the committee: 
So, we register or most publishers register journals with COPE. It’s to make everyone 
aware that we take research integrity or publication ethics very seriously, so that’s one 
step. So they take care of making sure these journals are registered with them and are 
available in their database so everyone can see which journals have been registered and 
essentially [this] means that all our journals follow the COPE guidelines and as a 
company our own policies are very much towards the COPE guidelines, or the Code of 
Practice I should say, and flow charts. I think they have really good discussions on lots of 
different topics. As publishers we are very much involved and every publisher has 
particular topics that they work with [in] COPE….I think last year we as a company 
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worked with COPE on flow charts on guidelines on [management] on the submission 
process….I think we cannot go around COPE, I know some of the society’s publishers 
actually have their own guidelines. They’re probably a little more strict on their policies 
or instructions I should say. And that means that it is sometimes said that whenever you 
have a complaint COPE is not really the one saying, you know, to be a police officer or 
saying yes or no, they essentially look at whether the processes have been followed. In 
their [the editors] positions it is probably also the best thing they can do. They [COPE] 
are essentially not the police, the publisher is like a police officer or a judge. We have to 
follow due process or diligence to find out if something needs to be retracted or not. I 
think the whole focus of COPE is really making sure that research literature is, you know, 
that there is integrity in what is being published (TW, 2019). 
4.12. Scanning Tool 
 Software tools have been developed over the years in the hopes of screening out CGPs. 
David Grier from IEEE has worked hands-on with such tools:  
What it is for us is several software tools that are combined and merged into managed 
systems and every paper [manuscript] that comes is scanned for a variety of things and 
against some other libraries and I believe the current version of it picks off the 
bibliography and scans against that (David Grier, 2019). 
4.13. Conclusion 
Computer generated papers may be becoming more popular among faculty researchers 
who are under pressure to publish, and this is a serious threat to academic integrity and 
publication ethics. Understanding the peer review process and how it could be modified could 
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help reduce the publication of CGPs:  “It’s the kind of thing that [editors] could ban together to 
do some work on problems such as this” (DG, 2019). When I asked one of the editors if he 
believed the CGP problem would end, he replied, “Will we be able to solve this? Maybe when 
we stop having people who have the wrong set of goals.” (David Grier, 2019) 
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5. Conclusion & Recommendations 
Understanding the ability of CGPs to pass through the peer review process undetected 
has been the most interesting part of this research. The peer review process requires that experts 
in a field review manuscripts submitted for presentations or publication. Journal editors believe 
and commonsense suggests that peer reviewers, as experts in their field, should spot invalid or 
nonsensical information when they review a manuscript. Therefore, I found it truly fascinating to 
see CGPs make it through peer review and be presented at professional conferences or be 
published in journals. Clearly there are still weaknesses in the peer review process.  
It is well known that peer review is inconsistent and subjective, and too often operates as 
a sort of black box. To correct these deficiencies, various strategies have been suggested, such as 
training peer reviewers.  However, studies of peer reviewer training have not shown it to be 
effective or significant in improving reviewer performance (Callaham, Wears, & Waeckerle, 
1998, p. 318-322).  This ineffectiveness could be caused by flaws or weaknesses in the training 
and does not mean that training could not be effective if well designed and implemented. As a 
black box, little is known about how journals select peer reviewers, and that is another area that 
is ripe for future research. Also, little seems to be known about the particular skills that reviewers 
need and use, and so that is another area meriting future research. Perhaps awareness alone 
would help solve the issue: for example, if peer reviewers were given a sample reading from a 
CGP, they might become better at spotting CGPs in the future. 
During my investigation of CGPs, I found certain research approaches that worked and 
others that did not. The original plan was to use participant observation as a qualitative 
methodology. Through participant observation, I would be able to observe how editors or 
reviewers dealt with CGPs. After researching participant observation as a qualitative 
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methodology, however, I came to the conclusion that this method would not work for my study 
or provide the best outcome for this research, since it would be impractical for me to interact 
with and observe so many editors in such a short period of time. 
I then decided on interview methodology, combined with thematic analysis. Interview 
methodology and thematic analysis together proved to be a successful approach to my research 
on CGPs. The interviews were conducted using both email text and through live conferencing 
(via Zoom). Based on the literature review, I developed 10 questions regarding CGPs and the 
peer review process. I found the most useful and nuanced information was given through 
conversations on Zoom. Compared with live face-to-face conferencing using Zoom, I found the 
information from email text interviews to be relatively brief and often superficial. Zoom proved 
to be the most successful tool for conducting my interviews because it enabled a true 
conversation. I was able to get the information I needed, engage in follow up discussion, and also 
change the minds of the editors from my research. This latter point is especially important: in the 
process of questioning editors about CGP, I could sometimes observe how the editor’s 
understanding of CGP changed through the discursive practice of the interview, thereby shaping 
CGP reality.  
As discussed in the “Thematic Analysis” section, the peer review process is not the only 
way to detect CGPs. Good progress has also been made with detection software.  Although 
promising, CGP detection software will likely lead to a sort of arms race with CGP creation 
software. While detection programs will likely become standard practice for journal editors, the 
history of computer software shows that researchers cannot become complacent about such 
technological fixes. As Bohannon (2015, p. 18-19) warns, “I’m willing to bet if someone wanted 
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to declare an arms race, they could come up with another way to generate papers that would fool 
[SciDetect] again for a while.” 
The peer review process is a vital tool within academic research and publication. When 
researchers use published articles for their own research, they depend on the information to be 
factual. Typically, peer reviewers are (or should be) chosen based on their knowledge of a 
specific topic. So, the problem of CGPs getting past the peer review process is a key to 
understanding the issues in the peer review process, future research on this topic, and ultimately 
to solutions for this problem. Two editors, David Grier and Tamara Welschot, recommended that 
a training seminar for beginning peer reviewers would be the best way to improve the peer 
reviewer process. Clearly this training would need to be well-designed. As a final 
recommendation, I believe that the peer review process could be improved with in-depth training 
seminars that included hands-on exercises, the use of software detection tools, and case studies 
of real problems such as CGPs. My recommendations would probably not end the CGP problem, 
as new software will likely be developed that generates more sophisticated and harder-to-detect 
CGPs. However, although it may not permanently solve the CGP problem, we have to start 
somewhere. 
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7.2. Appendix B: Interview Information: Participants, Dates, Responses 
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7.3. Appendix C: Interview Questions 
 
  
Interview Questions: 
1. Are you aware of Computer Generated Papers (CGP)? 
2. If so, how did you become aware of CGP? 
3. Do you see an issue with CGP and journal publications? 
4. If yes, what are the specific issues with CGPs and academic journals? 
5. Are there opportunities for improvement in the peer review process? (As a 
connected follow-up, should they not mention CGPs, ask if they have changed 
the peer review process to better identify CGPs.) 
6. If yes, what strategies do you recommend for improving the peer review 
process? 
7. As an editor, do you work at all with Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)? 
8. If you were to find out that your journal published a CGP, what would the 
retraction process be? 
9. Is there anything else you wish to add regarding the issue of CGPs, peer review, 
and publication ethics? 
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7.4. Appendix D: Interview Request 
 
  
Dear	Editor	Name,	
My	name	is	Malea	Dunne	and	I	am	a	Graduate	Student	in	the	field	of	Technical	
Communication	at	Montana	Tech	in	Butte	Montana.	
My	graduate	thesis	focuses	on	Computer	Generated	Papers	(CGPs)	as	a	problem	in	
academic	journal	publication.	Specifically,	I	am	looking	into	the	peer	review	process,	where	
it	might	be	flawed,	and	what	improvements	could	be	made	when	it	comes	to	Computer	
Generated	Papers	and	academic	publications.	For	my	thesis	research,	I	am	conducting	
interviews	with	journal	editors.	
Would	you	speak	with	me	via	telephone	or	Skype	about	CGPs	and	the	peer	review	process?	
I	have	a	list	of	questions	I	am	more	than	happy	to	share	with	you	before	the	interview.	If	
you	cannot	speak	with	me,	would	you	be	willing	to	fill	out	my	questions	via	email?	
If	you	are	willing	to	proceed,	may	I	use	your	name	and	your	journal’s	name	in	my	thesis?	If	
not,	may	I	quote	you	as	anonymous?	
Proceeding	with	the	interview	process	implies	your	consent	for	me	to	use	your	
information.	As	stated,	I	will	protect	your	identity,	and	the	identity	of	your	journal,	at	your	
request.	
I	look	forward	to	hearing	back	from	you,	and	I	plan	to	begin	the	interviews	January	21,	
2019.	
	
Thank	you,	
Malea	Dunne	
MSTC	Student	–	Montana	Tech	of	the	University	of	Montana	
4065603736	
Mdunne1@mtech.edu	
Malea.dunne@gmail.com	
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7.5. Appendix E.1: Interview Transcription (Email) Joaquim Jorge 
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7.6. Appendix E.2: Anonymous Interview Transcription (Email) E1 
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7.7. Appendix E.3: Anonymous Interview Transcription (Email) E2 
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7.8. Appendix E.4: Interview Transcription David Grier 
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7.9. Appendix E.5: Interview Transcription Tamara Welschot 
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7.10. Appendix F: Thematic Analysis Coding 
 
Thematic Analysis Themes & Coding 
1. Awareness 
o Prior knowledge on the CGP problem? before interviews 
2. Becoming Aware 
o How the editor became aware of CGP problem 
3. Issue 
o Are there any issues with the CGP topic?  
4. Improvement Opportunities (Yes or No) 
o How can the CGP problem be improved 
5. Line of Defense 
o The step-by-step process of peer review 
6. Rejection Rate 
o How many papers have been rejected & why  
7. COPE  
o Topic of Committee on Publication Ethics. Knowledge and/or involvement 
of COPE 
8.  Retraction of Papers 
o Removal of published papers & aftermath of removal 
9.  Publication Ethics 
o Ethical issues regarding publication in journals 
10. Pressure to Publish 
o Authors and faculty members being pressured to publish academically 
11.  Scanning Tool 
o Tools developed to detect CGP 
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Awareness  
o “I don’t know that much” (E1, 2019) 
o “Yes” (E2, 2019) 
o “Yes” (JJ, 2019) 
o “In a small tight community of us, everybody knows about it [CGP] and worries 
about it. But no one really talks to us about it. It’s something of a concern been a 
concern on and off for probably twenty years in the interests you have in this 
topic” (DG, 2019) 
o “Yes, I am aware of Computer Generated Papers” (TW, 2019) 
Becoming Aware  
o “I have heard this before” (E1, 2019) 
o “A colleague told me about it many years ago. He actually tricked me to read 
one. It took me three paragraphs to notice it was a fake paper” (E2, 2019) 
o “I became aware of these through the infamous SCIgen MIT Paper generator 
that was used to produce a paper accepted at a conference (SCI) without a peer 
review system” (JJ, 2019) 
o “There was a period, roughly around 2007 through 2011, 2012, 2013 or 
something like that, when plagiarism and mechanical plagiarism became an 
issue that we were aware of in particular two things, that WE, being IEEE, we 
publish about 200 scholarly journals and I was at that point responsible for the 
computer journals” (DG, 2019)  
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o “We had one [CGP] published, not in a magazine but in a periodical of a 
conference proceedings. It [CGP] somehow got on the front page and someone 
levered it against us.” (DG, 2019) 
o Um, so because I handle the complaints and questions from colleagues about 
policies like how to deal with plagiarism and these kinds of things. We had our 
public email where people could submit questions and complaints and indeed, I 
got a message from a scientist saying “ya know I would like to warn you..” 
because there was a couple of papers that were apparently very fake.” (TW, 
2019) 
Issue 
o “I don’t think it is common in science and engineering publications” (E1, 2019) 
o NO ISSUE 
o “If it happens, it is a very serious problem” (E1, 2019) 
o YES 
o “Not really for high quality publications. In fact, it is bitter for low-quality journals 
and venues that they can be fooled this way. It shows that they are not rigorous” 
(E2, 2019) 
o NO ISSUE 
o “The CGP papers are not a problem” (E2, 2019) 
o NO 
o “The way I see it, a journal with a decent peer-review system should be able to 
spot SCIgen generated papers. However, SCIgen may only be the precursor of 
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more sophisticated approaches, that may become progressively harder to 
unearth” (JJ, 2019) 
o “Um, in the engineering community the answer is largely no, but in the world of 
the humanities crowd has a different problem. Um, in the engineering and the 
scientific world as well, the biggest issue is ya know, the ability to replicate 
results” (DG, 2019) 
o NO ISSUE 
o “From the point of view from the IEEE the big problem is the waste of time” (DG, 
2019) 
o “Ya know, by looking at the paper and reading it, you should get an idea if this is 
a hoax paper or a fake paper etc etc. Um, I think we should realize that 
algorithms are becoming much better and although I am personally thinking that 
still you can find out about some papers that are machine generated because 
there is something in the papers that are not matching up” (TW, 2019) 
Improvement Opportunities (Yes or No) 
o “Nowadays there are software detectors for similarities to identify plagiarism. This 
process is improving” (E1, 2019) 
o YES 
o “There are always ways to improve” (E2, 2019) 
o YES 
o “Yes, we are using more and more automated tools to detect plagiarism. Fake 
and plagiarized papers need to be fought with software tools” (JJ, 2019) 
o YES 
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o “Oh yeah, there is. It kind of goes from subject to subject. Ya know, peer-review 
used to be one at some level with a group of people sitting around a table 
passing notes and talking about what their students have done. And there was 
nothing. At this point, it is spread so widely, they really do no training or very 
limited training on it. And how you would bring reviewers on and sort of train 
them and get them to understand the process and think about things and what 
they should look for would be a good training method. How you get people 
trained and how you get them to accept them and get common standards, that 
would be hard. I think some of the professional societies could do it. I think IEEE 
and Computing ICM could do it. But one of the challenges again is getting the 
referees to do it and getting them to feel there is a sense of accomplishments 
there, that’s a tough bit” (DG, 2019) 
o YES 
o “Well we have various models of peer-review. Essentially it really means that any 
papers being reviewed by two reviewers that’s the best practices and of course 
you have single lined and double lined and opened review and transparent peer 
review. But it actually boils down to two experts reading it or reviewing it and 
coming back with comments Um, I think that’s still the best way of making sure 
that what gets reviewed or published has some degree of screening” (TW, 2019) 
o NO 
o “The reviewers need to read the paper carefully, they need to be experts in the 
field, and they should use some tools, such as iThenticate. I can also imagine 
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some Al tool to quickly discover if the paper has been automatically generated” 
(E2, 2019) 
o  “I could easily see a seminar that would teach at conferences to be a referee 
that this is what you do.” (DG, 2019) 
o “Um, I mean the strategy on how to get the incentive for this is having one journal 
or a set of journals where you viewed them as having a greater status than 
others and in particular if you took a top bit journal and said okay we are only 
going to have only trained referees and you worked up and built even a small 
staff and said this is what you’d get its part of building that of a premier product 
that if you went through that and your article was refereed we would know the 
quality of it and the author would get high quality of that comments back and the 
work would improve substantially and be able to build a community that this is 
important, this is good.” (DG, 2019) 
o “Yes. I think there’s gotta be some sort of incentive” (DG, 2019) 
Line of Defense 
o “As long as the editors and then the reviewers do diligently their work, it should 
not be a problem” (E2, 2019) 
o “We have a staff of roughly 20 associate editors all of them are currently 1-3 
papers in the review process.” (DG, 2019) 
o “So far we have not come across that, so I think that the first line of defense 
would be the editor in chief and then the next step would be the reviewers.” (TW, 
2019) 
Rejection Rate  
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o I currently reject about 20% of all submitted papers without sending them to 
reviewers for various reasons. The main one being out-of-scope papers. 
Reviewer fatigue is a serious problem, that can lead to bad papers being 
accepted” (JJ, 2019) 
o  “The peer review process will definitely filter out these papers. I think in the time 
of 2014 there was too much trust in having the peer review process handled by 
others. This has led to this problem, thankfully for us only 18 papers and not a 
100 papers like IEEE.” (TW, 2019) 
COPE 
o “Yes, we warn and punish certain authors whose papers are identified having 
plagiarism” (E1, 2019) 
o “Yes I do” (E2, 2019) 
o “Yes. I represent Elsevier multimedia publications in COPE” (JJ, 2019) 
o “I have met some of the individuals on the team. The answer is no. I think I have 
been more aware of it than I apparently knew. This is the kind of organization you 
see in professional societies or a group of them banned together. It’s the kind of 
thing that could ban together to do some work on problems such as this.” (DG, 
2019) 
o “Absolutely. Actually I am one of the contact persons for the company” (TW, 
2019) 
o “Yes, so we register or most publishers register journals with COPE its to make 
everyone aware that we take research integrity or publication ethics very 
seriously, so that’s one step. So they take care of making sure these journals are 
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registered with them and are available in their database so everyone can see 
which journals have been registered and essentially means that all our journals 
follow the COPE guidelines and as a company our own policies are very much 
towards the COPE guidelines, or the Code of Practice I should say and flow 
charts. I think they have really good discussions on lots of different topics as 
publishers we are very much involved and every publisher has particular topics 
that they work with COPE and so in the past the colleagues by the * cant 
understand * imprint they have worked with COPE on Techs recycling guidelines 
I think last year we as a company worked with COPE on flow charts on 
guidelines on manipulation on the submission process. There’s currently a 
survey out that COPE is doing to get the * cant understand* so every publisher 
more or less works with COPE on particular topics. I think we cannot go around 
COPE, I know some of the society publishes actually have their own guidelines. 
They’re probably a little more stricter on their policies or instructions I should say. 
And that means that it is sometimes said that whenever you have a complaint 
COPE is not really the one saying ya know to be a police officer or saying yes or 
no, they essentially look at whether the processes have been followed. In their 
positions it is probably also the best thing they can do. They are essentially not 
the police and the publisher is like a police officer or a judge. We have to follow 
due process or diligence to find out if something needs to be retracted or not. I 
think the whole focus of COPE is really making sure that research literature is ya 
know that there is integrity into what is being published.” (TW, 2019) 
Retraction of Papers 
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o We haven’t done that [retracted] in the past, but I think we should publish the 
findings” (E1, 2019) 
o “I think for our journal it is almost impossible. We really read each paper many 
times. However, if this [retraction] would happen we would start a formal 
investigation with the Ethic committee. If the result would be positive, we would 
recommend actions. First, we would inform the authors and ask them for a 
retraction if the retraction would be unsatisfactory, the journal would a) inform the 
authors about the final decision b) retract the paper with a mention that it was 
retracted, with full names of the authors, their affiliation, and the name of the 
paper c) depending if this was intent or an error, we would also inform the direct 
supervisors of the authors about the academic misconduct. D) the author could 
also receive a letter that they are not welcome to publish in our journal for certain 
period of time (usually around 3 years)” (E2, 2019) 
o “This [retraction] can possibly be the most embarrassing event to happen to an 
editor. The text would have to be retracted As Soon As Detected, identifying the 
paper as a fake manuscript, with a personal note of apology from the Editor-In-
Chief. Who would have to have to assume the blame at a personal level” (JJ, 
2019) 
o “Yes. There is basically a plagiarism committee and there is a process that I was 
involved in refining when it moved from 25-250 its this incredibly messy 
spreadsheet, because engineers love spread sheets. And it more or less 
explains it but you have got to remember the audience and if you go to the IEEE 
you will find regular papers that have been removed and there is a banner that 
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says “Paper has been removed” and is intellectual property. And that’s used a lot 
more than we would have liked. When I was involved we were dealing with 250 
cases a year. My understanding is at some level the growth has stopped, but its 
still a really large number of cases.” (DG, 2019) 
o “Yes. You are banned from publication. You could be banned for a year or you 
could be banned for up to 10 years. Sometimes universities will go after the 
professor for intellectual misconduct. Where the dean called me and we sat down 
and went through the papers and it was clearly a disciplinary hearing about the 
faculty member and I did not probe too deeply because it was not my business 
but I got enough to know more commonly and let him know the contract will 
expire and told him “you will never get this contract back”. I went through this 
once when I was the dean, there was one person who claimed they had done a 
certain amount of intellectual work. Those claims proved to be false and we 
talked it through and we said “you’ve got 18 months and you can finish your 
contract and that is it”” (DG, 2019) 
o “The first step you take is usually to go to the author and say “what’s going on?” 
and then if that didn’t work then you’d say that this person seems too advanced” 
(DG, 2019) 
o “Between 2007 and 2013 the number of plagiarism cases going completion, final 
judgement, it was roughly a factor of 10. So, lets say 10 to 250.” (DG, 2019) 
o “I can’t recall how many papers we actually did retract. Because it was another 
publishing company, IEEE, they had to retract quite a few papers I think we had 
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about if I’m not mistaken 20 papers. It was 18 papers. And IEEE had more than 
100 papers.“ (TW, 2019) 
Publication Ethics 
o “Also, there are many papers that have an incremental contribution and it is 
difficult to distinguish if it actually is self-plagiarism or a new idea. These papers 
require a huge amount of work to judge and it is very tricky” (E2, 2019) 
o “The root causes need to be addressed to solve what is otherwise a very human 
problem. Until that happens I could see further and more capable strains of text 
generators appearing. Indeed there has been considerable research on 
computer-generated novels and poetry. Look at the high-profile retractions of 
manuscripts with fabricated results from Nature, Lancet and Science. Having a 
program to assist in Fabrication is just another way to make the process easier.” 
(JJ, 2019) 
Scanning Tool  
o “Yeah, we now have a scanning tool that goes on to find these. What it is for us 
is several software tools that are combined and merged into managed systems 
and every paper that comes is scanned for a variety of things and against some 
other libraries and I believe the current version of it picks off the bibliography and 
scans against that.” (DG, 2019) 
Pressure to Publish 
o “It’s the ones at smaller schools that often don’t have the background to do it and 
yet they are having pressure put on them to follow those standards” (DG, 2019) 
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o “When it becomes your job, in the whole case of plagiarism, um, that’s what you 
do. You cut corners and in particular all of these groups generally lacked the full 
skill to write a paper, as I saw it at the time” (DG, 2019) 
o “And for many people particularly young people building their career that’s a very 
common theme.” (DG, 2019) 
o “in particular because new professors and young processors in their first seven 
years of work are often trying to write papers to understand the tools and be able 
to apply them and when you have got people at work think there are papers that 
are meaningless and they are there solely to mock you are disrupting the 
process and you are making people question work that is in fact honestly done, 
but may not be particularly comprehensible” (DG, 2019) 
o “it used to be, about a generation ago that the faculty that are involved in these 
colleges had much more limited publications on them then they do now, than 
someone does at Montana Tech or Montana State would be expected to write a 
paper or two to get tenure over a 7 year period and they would be expected to 
continue to write papers at that kind of pace for the rest of their career so they 
might end up having 10-12 papers that would be to their name and would mark 
their career. That is no longer the case. Graduate students coming out are 
expected to have used to be 1-2 papers now it’s about 5-6. You are expected to 
turnout as a new professor in the engineering world or scientific world a paper or 
two a year. If you are running a research lab, ya know more of a senior 
professor, you would like to see 8-10 come out of your lab a year” (DG, 2019) 
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o “Um, the other bit that’s involved in it that goes back to an earlier set of 
comments, is how deeply this work is tied up in both prestige and in income and 
those two things are not the same, but they are often tied up in it. And what 
people will do to keep their position and to build their sense of identity and 
authority and prestige on a fault basis.” (DG, 2019) 
o “I see CGPs happening as a consequence of the pressure to publish. The 
submission of large quantities of low-quality manuscripts is motivated by a 
numbers-focused quantity-over-quality evaluation process for untenured faculty.” 
(JJ, 2019) 
Ending  
o “Will we be able to solve this? Maybe when we stop having people who have the 
wrong set of goals.” (DG, 2019) 
 

